
OVO Vision is available in two versions:
• Manual data input
• Totally automated data input

The totally automated system gathers its information 
100% error free, which guarantees a substantial labour
decrement.

Tracking and tracing can be made visible for the individual
object (egg-grading machine, tank, pasteurizer etc.) or for
the complete production plant, starting at the purchasing
side, through the processing ending at the sales side after
the various production steps and stock locations.

Based on Microsoft® Navision®, an already very
sophisticated trading and production application, which
has been thoroughly adapted and fine-tuned to meet with
the specific needs of the Egg Business.
The result is the perfect efficiency tool for the whole trade:

OVO Vision features especially for 
Egg packing stations

OVO Vision features especially for 
Egg processing companies

Purchase - receipt
• Reception of graded and ungraded eggs
• Interface to weighing bridges
• Poultry farm and hen house administration
• Lot registration
• Price agreement administration
• Purchase of miscellaneous items, including 

packaging material
• Forecasting

Stock 
• Ungraded / graded
• Interface to MOBA, Omnia family 
• Interface to scanners
• Egg class
• Processing costs
• Downgrading
• Freight costs
• DSD (specific per customer order)

Sales
• Multiple customer delivery addresses
• Agents / discounts
• Contracts
• Sales orders
• Order lines / call lists
• Ordering unit and units of measurement may be

different

• Freight / DSD
• (Weekly) price agreements
• Sales of ungraded / graded products
• Interface to weighing bridge (sales per kg)
• Customer selections
• Route administration  / advanced logistics

Market prices
• Unlimited number of market prices possible
• Net revenue calculation 
• Price calculation based on market 

prices / agreements
• Historic market prices

Sales
• Technical specifications per customer per product
• Pre-ordering
• Product availability
• Container administration and status information
• Shipping depending on sampling
• Various documents based on Microsoft® Word 

documents
• Partial or total report of samples depending on 

customer technical specifications

Production
• Production oders
• Make to order, make to stock
• Production planning / pasteurizer planning
• Breaking per container
• Mixing
• Additional mixing
• Production shifts and lots
• Sampling
• Filling

Sampling
• Variable sampling frequency
• Variable researches
• Variable results
• Variable reports



OVO Vision
the total solution for the Egg Business

Developed and serviced by committed professionals who
have a deep insight in, and knowledge of your business.

Even more possibilities…

Besides the specific adjustments, the standard
functionality of financial / accounting software are also
available, including general ledger, customer and supplier
administration, stock control and fixed assets
administration.

Any functionality not provided by the system can be
realised quickly and for attractive prices. 
For organisations that also deploy other activities than
those of an egg packing station it is possible to create 
an integrated and comprehensive solution for those other
components based on the same technology and user
interface.

OVO Vision, the integrated software solution 
that gives you the complete overview.

For more information please contact us at

Tel.: +31 475 343 180
E-Mail: info@qwinsoft.com
Internet : www.qwinsoft.com



Insight and overview 

for the Egg Business  

OVO Vision:

The complete overview of your business 

with one comprehensive software program



Transferring data from one program to another usually
means a lot of extra handling, redundant data feeding and
a considerable chance of errors, with all costly
consequences... Chances are you work with separate
programs for weighing, quality control, labelling, logistics,
stock control, administration and general ledger. 

Although this causes a lot of unnecessary work and
errors, the real problem is much bigger. These ‘software
islands’ lack the one thing really needed to maximize
efficiency and profits: overview.

The integrated solution that OVO Vision supplies covers all
aspects of the Egg Business.

This includes:
• complete data intake from suppliers (product’s history, 

medication / food etc.)    
• logistics
• general ledger and administration
• tracking & tracing  
• quality control
• administration and finance
• management information
• weighing
• labelling
• stock control

All of this is accessed using one easy to use interface and
one efficient uniform working method.  

Easy to use 
high quality integrated

software for 
egg packing stations 
and egg processing 

companies



The integrated software solution: total 

Track & trace all aspects of each individual egg

The ability to track and trace a product throughout the
entire chain from producer to consumer is becoming
increasingly important for any business.
Being in the food sector, it is even more important for the
Egg Business. To keep track (and data) of every individual
bought and sold egg or batch is essential. 
With OVO Vision you can!

This provides enormous advantages:
• Exact knowledge of the cost structure of each 

individual egg, batch, flock and farmer.
• Minimize damage in case of a recall operation.

A recall of say 10.000 eggs that can be traced exactly is
less expensive than having to recall 10 million because
they cannot be located.

OVO Vision



control from hen house to customer

A comprehensive 
efficiency tool 

Why specifically developed software 

for the Egg Business?

The Egg Business has some very specific characteristics
which cannot be covered by standard software. Therefore
until now the only software solutions consisted of a
patchwork quilt of separate software islands, with all its
ineffectiveness, redundant data input operations and
vulnerability for errors.
These specific characteristics include:
• Purchase prices are not known until after the sale.
• Invoicing with all sorts of trimmings (market prices, 

B-quoting, agreements, contracts, free range). 
• Sale and purchase of several components in a product.
• Purchase and sale in several units of measurement.
• The weight of the product to be sold being variable 

(a pallet weighs 600 tot 750 kg).
• The revenue of the product (carton of eggs) is not 

interesting: the revenue of A SPECIFIC EGG is.

OVO Vision - the truly specialized Egg Business software -
has implemented all these aspects in its functionality. 


